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(Alternative: Hurford’s constraint and local exh.
I

Hurford 1974; Katzir & Singh 2013.)
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a certain Qud and intent;
intended compliance with A-Quantity ( A-Quantity(Q, A));
the belief axioms (KD45); and
accurate beliefs about the Qud and the intent.

if these assumptions are unwarranted:
I
I

the current operator may well deliver nonsense;
and existing operators remain unexplained.
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Conclusion

The standard recipe was wrong.
But an alternative pragmatic account is available:
I

speakers intentionally share attention;

I

governed by the A-maxims;
exhaustivity derives from A-Quantity:

I

I

I

“intend to draw attention to all relevant propositions that you
consider possible independently of anything stronger to which
you intend to draw attention.”

the predicted implications are technically similar to the
patterns described by (some) existing operators.
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